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Abstract
Clinical trials using kinase inhibitors have demonstrated transient partial responses and disease
control in patients with progressive medullary thyroid cancer (MTC). The goal of this study was to
identify potential combinatorial strategies to improve on these results using sorafenib, a
multikinase inhibitor with activity in MTC, as a base compound to explore signaling that might
predict synergystic interactions. Two human MTC cell lines, TT and MZ-CRC-1, which harbor
endogenous C634W or M918T RET mutations, respectively, were exposed to sorafenib,
everolimus, and AZD6244 alone and in combination. 3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl
tetrasodium bromide (MTT) and poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) cleavage assays were
performed to measure cell survival and apoptosis. Western blots were performed to confirm
activity of the compounds and to determine possible mechanisms of resistance and predictors of
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synergy. As a solitary agent, sorafenib was the most active compound on MTT assay. Western
blots confirmed that sorafenib, everolimus, and AZD6244 inhibited their anticipated targets. At
concentrations below its IC50, sorafenib-treated TT and MZ-CRC-1 cells demonstrated transient
inhibition and then re-activation of Erk over 6 h. In concordance, synergistic effects were only
identified using sorafenib in combination with the Mek inhibitor AZD6244 (P<0.001 for each cell
line). Cells treated with everolimus demonstrated activation of Akt and Ret via TORC2 complex-
dependent and TORC2 complex-independent mechanisms respectively. Everolimus was neither
additive nor syngergistic in combination with sorafenib or AZD6244. In conclusion, sorafenib
combined with a Mek inhibitor demonstrated synergy in MTC cells in vitro. Mechanisms of
resistance to everolimus in MTC cells likely involved TORC2-dependent and TORC2-
independent pathways.

Introduction
Medullary thyroid cancer (MTC) arises from parafollicular C cells, comprises ~5% thyroid
cancers, and presents in hereditary (~20% cases) or sporadic (~80% MTC cases) forms
(Kloos et al. 2009). The hereditary form of MTC is associated with multiple endocrine
neoplasia type 2 (MEN2), including MEN2A, MEN2B, and familial MTC. Germline-
activating mutations in RET are the cause of inherited forms of MTC and somatic mutations
in Ret can be found in 30–50% of cases of sporadic MTC. For MTC limited to the neck,
surgery and in some cases external radiation therapy allow for either cure or disease control
in the majority of patients. However, for patients with progressive distant metastases
chemotherapy regimens have proven largely ineffective, indicating the need for alternative
therapies. One approach that recently has been studied with exciting results is to target the
constitutively active Ret kinase and/or its key downstream signaling pathways (Wells &
Santoro 2009, Ye et al. 2010).

Mutated Ret in MTC activates several downstream signaling pathways, including the Ras/
Raf/Mek/Erk and phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)/Akt/mammalian target of rapamycin
(mTOR) cascades resulting in cancer development and perhaps progression (Eng et al. 1996)
making it a rational therapeutic target for this disease. Sorafenib is a multikinase inhibitor
that blocks activity of Ret kinase, other tyrosine kinases, and Raf serine–threonine kinase
members making it a compound of interest in MTC. We recently reported results of a phase
2 clinical trial for patients with advanced MTC in which a partial response rate of 6% was
observed and 50% of patients demonstrated stable disease >15 months, with tumor
shrinkage ranging from 8 to 27% (Lam et al. 2010). However, like other tyrosine kinase
inhibitors, most of the patients in this study eventually developed progressive disease
(Cabanillas et al. 2010). Thus, we were interested in exploring combinatorial strategies in
MTC cells using sorafenib as a base compound due focusing on compounds with logical
combinatorial signaling inhibiting characteristics including compounds in clinical trial or
already approved for clinical use in the United States. These include the mTOR (TORC1
complex) inhibitor everolimus and the Mek inhibitor AZD6244.

Our results indicate that the antiproliferative activity of sorafenib was synergistically
augmented when it was combined with a Mek inhibitor (AZD6244) but not everolimus. This
result was predicted by dose-related signaling inhibition experiments using sorafenib alone
for both the cell lines. Our data also demonstrate that AZD6244 and everolimus, when used
together were not synergistic in either cell line despite inhibition of Mek and TORC1
respectively. Interestingly, everolimus was shown to induce both Ret and Akt
phosphorylation and this effect was enhanced by co-treatment with AZD6244, suggesting a
possible mechanism of resistance. Taken together, our results underscore the potential of a
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combined therapeutic approach with sorafenib and Mek inhibitors for the treatment of MTC
as well as the need for correlative studies to better define rational combinatorial strategies.

Materials and methods
Cell lines and reagents

The human medullary thyroid cancer (MTC) cell lines, TT and MZ-CRC-1, were kindly
provided from Bary Nelkin, PhD (Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, USA) and
Robert Gagel, MD (MD Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, TX, USA) respectively. The TT
cells have a heterozygous C634W Ret mutation and the MZ-CRC-1 cells have a
heterozygous M918T Ret mutation (personal communications with Drs Nelkin and Gagel
and independently confirmed; data not shown). Cells were maintained in RPMI 1640
medium supplemented with heat-inactivated (HI) 20% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1×
nonessential amino acids (1%; all purchased from Invitrogen Corp.) at 37 °C and humidified
5% CO2. For MZ-CRC-1 culture, we used collagen fiber (Collagen I, Rat tail, BD
Biosciences, Burlingame, CA, USA) to induce a thin layer on tissue culture surfaces to
enhance cell attachment and proliferation. Cells were washed in PBS and placed in
RPMI1640 with 2% FBS (lower serum conditions) in 12-well plates for 24 h before
experiments. All inhibitors were diluted in DMSO as per the manufacturer’s
recommendations, and control experiments adding equivalent concentrations of DMSO in
the absence of inhibitors were performed for each experiment. Sorafenib, everolimus, and
tomozolomide for in vitro use were purchased from LC Laboratories (Woburn, MA, USA).
AZD6244 for in vitro use was purchased from Selleck Chemicals LLC (Houston, TX,
USA).

Protein extraction
Cells were placed in 10 cm dishes and cultured until ~50% confluent. After washing with
PBS, cells were cultured in fresh medium with 2% FBS for 24 h, and experiments were
performed with blockers at the concentrations and time points noted. To stop the
experiments, cells were rinsed twice with 10 ml of ice-cold PBS, scraped, transferred to 1.5
ml tubes, and centrifuged (500 g). Cells were lysed in M-PER buffer (Invitrogen) with 1 µg/
ml aprotonin, 1 µg/ml leupep-tin, 1 µg/ml pepstatin A, 20 µM 4-amidino-phenyl methane-
sulfonyl fluoride (APMSF) and 0.3 mM okadaic acid (EMD, Gibbstown, NJ, USA). The
tubes were centrifuged at 12 000 g for 10 min at 4 °C. The supernatant was saved and stored
at −80 °C. Protein content of the supernatant was quantified using a BSA Kit (Pierce
Biotechnology, Inc., Rockford, IL, USA).

Immunoblotting and protein detection
Primary antibodies used in the studies include those directed against: phospho-Ret (tyrosine
905), total Akt, phospho-Akt (Ser 473), Erk, phospho-Erk, p70S6K, phospho-p70S6K,
Rictor (53A2) (Cell Signaling Technology, Beverly, MA, USA), PARP (F-2), and total Ret
(c-19) (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc., Santa Cruz, CA, USA). Data were normalized
relative to protein levels of GAPDH (Novus Biologicals, Inc., Littleton, CO, USA), which
was probed by polyclonal rabbit antibody (1:1000, Cell Signaling Technology). For western
blots, 20 µg of total protein lysate was suspended in reduced SDS sample buffer and boiled
for 5 min. Protein lysates were subjected to SDS–PAGE (8%), and the separated proteins
were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes (0.45 µm pore size, Invitrogen) by
electrophoretic blotting (Invitrogen). Nonspecific binding was prevented by blocking with
0.1% Tween 20 in PBS (PBS-T) containing 5% nonfat dry milk overnight at 4 °C.
Immunoblotting was performed in the following manner: membranes were washed four
times (10 min/wash) with PBS-T, incubated with the primary antibody in PBS-T containing
5% BSA or nonfat dry milk for overnight at 4 °C, and washed four times with PBS-T (15
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min/wash). Membranes were then incubated with the secondary antibody conjugated with
peroxidase (Santa Cruz Biotechnologies) in PBS-T containing 5% nonfat dry milk for 1 h at
room temperature. After washing with PBS-T four times (15 min/wash), protein bands on
the blots were visualized using ECL Plus Western Blotting Detection Reagents (GE
Healthcare Bio-Science Corpoation, Piscataway, NJ, USA). All western blot experiments
were repeated in independent experiments to confirm results.

Cell growth studies
Cell survival and proliferation was determined by 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl
tetrasodium bromide (MTT; Sigma) assay. Cells were plated in 96-well plates and grown
until 50% confluence was reached, after which medium was replaced daily in all
experiments. Each experiment was performed three times in triplicate. Ten microliters of 5
mg/ml MTT assay was added to each well, and the cells were subsequently returned to the
incubator for 4 h. Isopropanol with 0.04 N HCl (100 µl) was added, and absorbance on a 96-
well plate with a wavelength of 570 nm was measured (Revelation 4.02, DYNEX
Technology, Chantilly, VA, USA). To generate dose–response curves for each cell line,
MTT absorbance was determined 3 days after exposure to either single agent or combination
therapy. For growth analyses, cells were treated daily with indicated doses suspended in
fresh media.

siRNA studies
Specific siRNA for Rictor and scrambled siRNA control were obtained from Thermo
Scientific Dharmacon Products (Lafayette, CO, USA). When MZ-CRC-1 cells reached 80%
confluent, the medium was aspirated and cells were washed twice with PBS. Cells were then
incubated with 1.2 nmol of siRNA and Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) in OptiMEM
medium (Invitrogen) for 16 h in a humidified 5% CO2 incubator overnight. After
incubation, the OptiMEM medium was aspirated and the RPMI medium containing 2% HI
FBS was added to culture dishes. After 24 h, the medium was switched to fresh medium for
3 h and 1 µM everolimus or DMSO was added for control. After 1 h of incubation, proteins
were isolated from cells as described above and western blots were performed.

Statistical analysis
Measurements of DNA content and MTT assays were repeated at least three times in
triplicate. Values are the mean±S.D. of these experiments. All western blot experiments were
repeated on at least three separate occasions to confirm results. The presence of synergy was
assessed in the following manner: Mixed-effect linear models were fit to the MTT optical
densities. The models contained main effects for each individual drug concentration (three
per drug per experiment) and interaction effects for each combination of concentrations
(nine per experiment). Random plate effects were included to account for potential
dependencies among observations from the same plate. Each hypothesis was tested as a
single contrast of model coefficients. The synergy hypothesis for each was that the
combination effect (e.g. control–sorafenib/AZD6244) would not be greater than the sum of
effects from the individual agents (e.g. (control–sorafenib)+(control–AZD6244)). All dose
levels were below the IC50 to avoid a ceiling effect and increase the power to test this
synergy hypothesis. Each a priori hypothesis was unidirectional; therefore each combination
was evaluated by a one-sided single-contrast hypothesis test. Bonferroni adjustments were
used to control for multiple testing, resulting in each hypothesis being evaluated at α=0.008.
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Results
Sorafenib inhibits cell growth at lower concentrations than everolimus, and AZD6244; TT
cells are more sensitive than MZ-CRC-1 cells

To measure the growth-inhibitory action of sorafenib, everolimus, temozolomide, and
AZD6244 in MTC cells in vitro, we performed MTT assays, using single agent alone for 3
days. For each cell line, the IC50 for cell viability was determined in experiments using a 3-
day continuous exposure to single agent. The cell viability IC50 of sorafenib in TT vs MZ-
CRC-1 cells differed by ~40-fold (0.17 vs 6.87 µM respectively), although this was the most
active compound for both the cell lines (Table 1). Similarly, the cell viability IC50 of
everolimus was twofold higher in MZ-CRC-1 than in TT cells (10 vs 5 µM respectively;
Table 1). The cell viability IC50 of AZD6244 for TT cells was 5 µM (Table 1); however, an
IC50 was never achieved with this agent in MZ-CRC-1 cells, even with concentrations as
high as 40 µM (Fig. 1A). Inhibition of cell growth, following temozolomide treatment was
not achieved for either cell line (data not shown).

Pathway inhibition of inidividual Ret, Mek, and mTOR inhibitors in MTC cells
Sorafenib reduced levels of phospho-Ret, phospho-Erk, phospho-Akt, and phospho-p70S6
kinase in both TT and MZ-CRC-1 cells as would be predicted based on the known targets of
the compound (Fig. 1A). Interestingly, the level of phospho-Erk was reduced beginning at
concentrations of 0.1 µM in both the cell lines as early as 1 h after treating the cells, but
phosphorylated Erk was detectable after 3 h of treatment and levels returned to pre-exposure
levels after 6 h despite continuous exposure to the compound. Erk activation was completely
inhibited at 0.5 µM dosing in both the cell lines. The total Erk expression remained the same
during all the treatments. This escape from sorafenib signaling inhibition was not seen
consistently for phosphorylated Akt, phosphorylated p70S6 kinase (phospho-p70S6K; Fig.
1A), or p38 Map kinase (data not shown). As predicted, western blots after everolimus
treatment show only a significant decrease in phospho-p70S6K, a direct downstream target
of mTOR (Fig. 1B), and AZD6244 induced a significant decrease in phospho-Erk beginning
at concentrations of 1 µM without inhibiting other pathways (Fig. 1C). While both the
compounds elicited an increase in levels of serine 473 phosphorylated Akt, everolimus also
induced Ret phosphorylation. Taken together, the data suggest that at doses below the cell
viability IC50, sorafenib only transiently inhibited Erk phosphorylation, suggesting that
maintenance of this inhibition may be beneficial in enhancing the biological effects of this
compound. They also suggest that the relative resistance to everolimus and AZD6244 as
solitary agents may involve activation of Ret or Akt.

Sorafenib is synergistic with AZD6244 in both the cell lines; other combinations were non-
synergistic

To determine, whether the western blot analysis of sorafenib therapy predicted synergy,
combination studies were performed using concentrations of sorafenib below and at the cell
viability IC50 (Table 1) for both the cell lines. In these studies, combination of low-dose
sorafenib along with doses of AZD6244 below its individual IC50 induced significantly
greater inhibition of TT and MZ-CRC-1 cell growth compared with either agent alone that
was synergistic on statistical analysis (P<0.001 for both the cell lines, Fig. 2B and E). The
synergistic effect was less pronounced in the MZ-CRC-1 cell line and only became
cytotoxic (reduction in cell number below baseline) at higher concentrations. By contrast,
the combination of sorafenib and everolimus did not elicit significantly greater inhibition of
TT and MZ-CRC-1 cell growth compared with either agent alone (Fig. 2A and D). Also,
everolimus and AZD6244 combination treatment was not synergistic (Fig. 2C and F). These
data suggest that loss of Erk inhibition may be responsible in part for the loss of sorafenib
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effect at low doses and that this can be exploited with therapeutic intent for combination
therapies.

Combination therapy signaling
Next, we wanted to confirm that the combination therapies were inhibiting the anticipated
targets by western blot. Combination therapy with sorafenib and AZD6244 for 3 h resulted
in inhibition of Ret and Erk activites at low concentations that was maintained for both the
cell lines, consistent with the synergistic results in the MTT assay (Fig. 3). Everolimus and
AZD6244 alone and in combination effectively inhibited their respective target pathways in
both the cell lines (Figs 1B, C and 3); however, everolimus and AZD6244 treatment caused
increased phosphorylation of Akt Ser473 in both the cell lines (Figs 1 and 3). These results
are consistent with feedback activation of Akt in response to mTOR, or Mek inhibition as
full activity of Akt requires phosphorylation at Ser473 by mTORC2 (Carracedo et al. 2008,
Kinkade et al. 2008, Jin et al. 2009, Huynh et al. 2010). Surprisingly, everolimus treatment
also induced an increase in phosphorylated Ret in both the cell lines (Figs 1C and 3).
Notably, in combination, these agents resulted in a more striking activation of p-Ret, as well
as activation of p-Akt cells (Figs 1 and 3). Triple combination therapy abolished this effect.
Taken along with the MTT results, the data suggest that persistent inhibition of both Ret and
Erk may be needed for synergistic effects in the TT and MZ-CRC-1 cell lines.

mTOR inhibitor-induced Akt activation can be partially abrogated by inhibition of Rictor;
Ret phosphorylation is unaffected

To determine, whether activation of the TORC2 complex was involved in everolimus-
induced Akt and Ret phosphorylation, we reduced Rictor expression using siRNA. In MZ-
CRC-1 cells, reduced levels of Rictor achieved by siRNA transfection decreased
everolimus-induced Akt activation vs cells transfected with control scrambled siRNA. By
contrast, the level of induced phospho-Ret was not altered by the Rictor siRNA (Fig. 4).
These data suggest that TORC2-independent mechanisms are involved in secondary
phosphorylation of Ret in the MTC cells.

Discussion
The development of effective treatments with metastatic progressive MTC is needed for
these patients as they have an ~50% 5-year mortality rate (Kloos et al. 2009). Sorafenib and
other kinase inhibitors that target Ret along with other kinases have proven to have
substantial albeit transient clinical activity in these patients, underscoring the importance of
this signaling pathway in tumor progression (Sherman 2009, Wells & Santoro 2009).
Because of the transient and incomplete nature of the reported responses, a better
understanding of feedback mechanisms and ultimately the development of combinatorial
treatment strategies likely will be needed to improve treatments further.

This study was performed to identify potential pathways of escape from sorafenib at
subtherapeutic concentrations and to determine if these data predicted synergistic or additive
combinatorial activity. We focused on several pathways for which agents are in clinical trial
for thyroid cancer and have been previously analyzed in preclinical studies. For example,
sorafenib in combination with an mTOR or Mek inhibitor, has been reported to have potent
antitumor activity in other cancers including hepatocellular and gastric cancers (Yang et al.
2009, Huynh et al. 2010). In addition, simultaneous inhibition of the PI-3K/Akt/mTOR and
ras/raf/Mek/Erk signaling pathways is effective in vitro and in animal models (Bedogni et al.
2004, Legrier et al. 2007, Kinkade et al. 2008, Jin et al. 2009, Huynh et al. 2010). However,
to our knowledge the combinations analyzed herein have not been reported previously in
MTC.
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We found that the cell viability IC50 for sorafenib in the MZ-CRC-1 cells with a Ret M918T
point mutation was higher than the IC50 for TT cells with a Ret C634W point mutation. The
inhibitory effect of sorafenib we observed was not predominantly apoptotic based on
western blots for PARP cleavage for both cell lines and also using FACS for MZ-CRC-1
cells (data not shown). These results are consistent with those obtained for Ret kinase
inhibition by sorafenib using models in which fibroblasts were transfected with Ret 634 and
918 mutants (Carlomagno et al. 2006). However, it is notable that the inhibition of Ret, Erk,
and Akt phosphorylation by sorafenib was similar between the two cell lines despite the
differences in the effects on cell viability suggesting that the mechanisms behind the
difference in sensitivity in the two cell lines may relate to other differences between the cells
or the Ret mutants.

It is of interest that everolimus treatment resulted in enhanced phosphorylation of Ret in
both the cell lines. Everolimus inhibits only the TORC1 complex that is responsible for
phosphorylating p70S6K and other targets. It is well recognized that TORC1 inhibitors can
cause a secondary increase in serine 473 phosphorylation of Akt due to feedback by the
TORC2 complex responsible for Akt phosphorylation at that site in some cell systems
(Carracedo et al. 2008). This appears to be the case in the MTC cells. Indeed, selective
disruption of the TORC2 complex using a Rictor siRNA reduced Akt serine 473
phosphorylation. However, the Rictor siRNA had no effect on everolimus-induced Ret
phosphorylation, suggesting alternative feedback loops for this receptor. Upregulation of
receptor tyrosine kinase such as platelet-derived growth factor receptors (PDGFRs) and
insulin-like growth factor 1 receptors have been reported following mTOR inhibition
through incompletely defined mechanisms (Zhang et al. 2007, Carracedo et al. 2008).
However, in our case, the Ret proteins are constitutively activated, suggesting that further
activation can occur through mTOR inhibition. No change in Ret protein levels was
identified on western blot. Further studies are needed to better clarify this mechanism.
Contrary to previous reports in other cell systems (Carracedo et al. 2008, Jin et al. 2009),
everolimus treatment did not induce the MAPK activation in these cells, as measured by
Thr202/Tyr204 pErk levels.

In this study, the cell viability IC50 of sorafenib for TT cells carrying Ret C634 point
mutation was 0.17 µM and inhibition of Erk was lost at lower concentrations. Synergy was
achieved by combining sorafenib with a Mek inhibitor that allowed for maintenance of Erk
inhibition. These data emphasize the importance of this signaling cascade in survival of
these MTC cells. However, because AZD6244 alone was ineffective, and the combination
was cytostatic until higher concentrations were used, it is likely that other pathways are also
important in the antiproliferative effect of sorafenib in vitro. Additional pathways known to
be inhibited by sorafenib that may be active in vivo include vascular endothelial growth
factor receptors and PDGFRs. These were not studied in this in vitro study. Similar
observations have been shown in response to Mek inhibitors in other cell systems. For
example, Yoon et al. (2009) reported that Akt was activated through the EGFR/HER3/PI3K
pathway following AZD6244 treatment in gastric cancer cells. Therefore, we suspected that
Akt activation during Mek inhibition might be associated with resistance to Mek inhibitor in
a mTOR-independent manner, since there was no synergy between everolimus and
AZD6244 in the MTC cells. Indeed, combination treatment with Mek and PI3K inhibitors
has been reported previously to be beneficial in other tumor types. This synergy likely
involves pathways other than mTOR, since the combination of everolimus and AZD6244
was not synergistic in our experiments.

Because western blot analysis showed that the levels of phospho-Erk returned to pre-
exposure levels after the cells had been treated for 6 h at concentrations of 0.1 µM sorafenib
in both the cell lines, we hypothesized that inhibition of Erk signaling pathway by AZD6244
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would enhance the antitumor activity of sorafenib. Indeed, the combination of sorafenib and
Mek inhibitor AZD6244 was synergistic in both the cell lines. Based on these data,
sorafenib and Mek inhibitors together may have promise in treating MTC patients
particularly with Ret C634 point mutation. While this study was limited to in vitro
observations, Yang et al. (2009) observed that treatment of gastric cancer xenografts with
sorafenib triggers phosphorylation of Erk. They further showed that such combination leads
to inhibition of tumor cell proliferation and increased apoptosis. The combination of
sorafenib and AZD6244 was also shown to be effective in vivo in hepatocellular carcinoma
models (Huynh et al. 2010). Recent data suggest that inhibition of Raf kinases may, in the
setting of an activated wild-type Braf protein, lead to enhanced signaling through Raf
isoform heterodimers and subsequent activation of Erk (Poulikakos et al. 2010). It is also
possible that loss of expression or function of the dual specificity MAPK phosphatases could
also be involved in the restoration of Erk activity following sorafenib therapy. In addition,
the role of specific downstream effectors of Erk in resistance or sensitivity to its inhibition in
MTC cells requires further exploration. The data, however, provide a rationale for further
exploring combined Ret, Raf, Erk inhibiting compounds in MTC therapy in vivo. Indeed,
the combination of sorafenib and AZD6244 is currently being studied in a phase I/II clinical
trial in advanced hepatocellular carcinoma (http://www.clinicaltrials.gov).

To our knowledge, this study is the first to demonstrate that mTORC1 inhibition can
enhance phosphorylation of constitutively activated Ret. Our findings have important
implications for MTC therapy. It was predicted that tumors with hyperactive mTORC1
would be sensitive to mTOR inhibition. However, the discovery of an mTORC1–PI3K
feedback loop (Harrington et al. 2004, 2005, Shah et al. 2004, O’Reilly et al. 2006), and now
the identification of what is to our knowledge a previously undescribed negative feedback
loop regulating Ret, raises the question of whether this feedback may be detrimental to the
efficacy of rapamycin and its analogs in MTC monotherapy or could be exploited in further
combination therapy studies.

In summary, our data suggest that the combination of a Mek inhibitor AZD6244 with
sorafenib may represent a promising strategy to further explore in vivo. The data also point
to new mechanisms of therapeutic resistance through feedback-enhanced activation of
constitutively active Ret kinases that may need to be considered in future strategies.
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Figure 1.
Individual agent-signaling inhibition. (Panel A) TT cells were treated with 0.1 and 0.5 µM of
sorafenib for 1, 3, and 6 h. Sorafenib inhibits phosphorylation of Ret, Erk, and p70S6 kinase.
Akt inhibition was incomplete in the TT cell line and did not correlate with loss of cell
number. (Panel B) MZ CRC1 cells were treated with sorafenib at the same doses and times
as for TT cells. In both the cell lines, 0.1 µM sorafenib inhibits pErk at 1 h and then the
inhibition is lost, while the other pathways remain suppressed. Everolimus selectively
inhibits p70S6K phosphorylation and induces an increase in both Ret and Akt
phosphorylations in both the cell lines. (Panel C) AZD6244 selectively inhibits Erk
phosphorylation. There is a modest induction of Akt phosphorylation that is noted.
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Figure 2.
Combination therapy in MTC cells. TT (Panels A–C) and MZ-CRC-1 (Panels D–F) cells
were treated with each compound alone and in combination with sorafenib (Sor), AZD
6344, and/or everolimus. All potential two-compound combinations were examined and
experiments were performed in which each individual compound was kept at a constant
concentration or varied. Synergy in both the cell lines was detected only with the
combination of sorafenib and AZD6244 (Panels B and E, P<0.001 for both) with the effect
being more pronounced for the TT cell line. Data points are estimated means from the
mixed-effect model and the error bars are standard error based on residual variance from the
mixed-effect model.
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Figure 3.
Cell signaling inhibition of combination therapy. Western blots were performed at the listed
concentrations for each cell line after 3 h of exposure to confirm that the combinations of
therapies were active in vitro. Each combination inhibited the expected targets; combined
inhibition of Ret and Erk phosphorylation required the combination of AZD6244 and
sorafenib in both the cell lines. Everolimus-induced Ret and Akt phosphorylation was
enhanced by co-treatment with AZD6244. The arrows in the ERK blot point to the dual
ERK bands.
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Figure 4.
Everolimus-induced Akt activation, but not Ret activation, is dependent on the mTORC2
complex. MZ-CRC-1 cells were transfected with control (scrambled) and Rictor siRNAs.
Rictor SiRNA reduced Rictor levels by ~50%. Everolimus-induced Akt phosphorylation
was partially inhibited while the level of phospho-Ret was unaffected by Rictor siRNA.
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Table 1

Cell viability IC50 values for individual compounds in both MTC cell lines based on MTT assays

Compound TT cells (µM) MZ-CRC-1 cells (µM)

Sorafenib 0.17±0.04 6.87±0.13

Everolimus 6.39±0.75 14.69±0.28

AZD6244 6.35±1.07 >40

Values were obtained for experiments performed in duplicate on more than three separate occasions.
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